CONTRIBUTIONS TO ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM. No. V.

ON INDUCTION FROM ORDINARY ELECTRICITY; AND ON THE OSCILLATORY DISCHARGE.*


June 17, 1842.

Professor Henry presented the record of a series of experiments on induction from ordinary electricity, as the fifth number of his Contributions to Electricity and Magnetism. Of these experiments he gave an oral account, of which the following is the substance.

In the third number of his Contributions he had shown on this subject: 1. That the discharge of a Leyden battery through a conductor, developed in an adjoining parallel conductor an induced current, analogous to that which, under similar circumstances, is produced by a galvanic current. 2. That the direction of the induced current, as indicated by the polarity given to a steel needle, changes its sign with a change of distance of the two conductors, and also with a change in the quantity of the discharge of electricity. 3. That when the induced current is made to act on a third conductor, a second induced current is developed, which can again develop another, and so on through a series of successive inductions. 4. That when a plate of metal is interposed between any two of the consecutive conductors, the induced current is neutralized by the adverse action of a current in the plate.

The direction of the induced currents in all the author’s experiments was indicated by the polarity given to steel needles enclosed in a spiral, the wire of which formed a part of the circuit. But some doubts were reasonably entertained of the true indications of the direction of a current by this means, since M. Savary had announced in 1826, that when several needles are placed at different distances above a
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wire through which the discharge of a Leyden battery is passed, they are magnetized in different directions, and that by constantly increasing the discharge through a spiral, several reversions of the polarity of the contained needles are obtained.

It was therefore very important before attempting further advances in the discovery of the laws of the phenomena, that the results obtained by M. Savary should be carefully studied; and accordingly the first experiments of the new series relate to the repetition of them. The author first attempted to obtain them by using needles of a larger size, Nos. 3, and 4, such as he had generally employed in all his previous experiments; but although nearly a thousand needles were magnetized in the course of the experiments, he did not succeed in getting a single change in the polarity. The needles were always magnetized in a direction conformable to the direction of the electrical discharge. When however very fine needles were employed he did obtain several changes in the polarity in the case of the spiral, by merely increasing the quantity of the electricity, while the direction of the discharge remained the same.

This anomaly which has remained so long unexplained, and which at first sight appears at variance with all our theoretical ideas of the connection of electricity and magnetism, was after considerable study satisfactorily referred by the author to an action of the discharge of the Leyden jar which had never before been recognized. The discharge, whatever may be its nature, is not correctly represented (employing for simplicity the theory of Franklin) by the single transfer of an imponderable fluid from one side of the jar to the other; the phenomena require us to admit the existence of a principal discharge in one direction, and then several reflex actions backward and forward, each more feeble than the preceding, until the equilibrium is obtained. All the facts are shown to be in accordance with this hypothesis, and a ready explanation is afforded by it of a number of phenomena which are to be found in the older works on electricity, but which have until this time remained unexplained.
The same action is evidently connected with the induction of a current on its own conductor, in the case of an open circuit, such as that of the Leyden jar, in which the two ends of the conductor are separated by the thickness of the glass. And hence, if an induced current could be produced in this case, one should also be obtained in that of a second conductor, the ends of which are separated; and this was detected by attaching to the ends of the open circuit a quantity of insulated metal, or by connecting one end with the earth.

The next part of the research relates to a new examination of the phenomena of the change in the direction of the induced currents, with a change of distance, &c. These are shown to be due to the fact that the discharge from a jar does not produce a single induced current in one direction, but several successive currents in opposite directions. The effect on the needle is principally produced by two of these: the first is the more powerful, and in the adverse direction with that of the jar; the second is less powerful, and in the same direction with that of the jar. To explain the change of polarity, let us suppose the capacity of the needle to receive magnetism to be represented by $\pm 10$, while the power of the first induced current to produce magnetism is represented by $-15$, and that of the second by $+12$; then the needle will be magnetized to saturation or to $-10$, by the first induced current, and immediately afterwards all this magnetism will be neutralized by the adverse second induction, and a power of $+2$ will remain; so that the polarity of the needle in this case will indicate an induced current in the same direction as that of the jar. Next, let the conductors be so far separated, or the charge so much diminished, that the power of the first current to develop magnetism may be reduced to $-8$, while that of the second current is reduced to $+6$, the magnetic capacity of the needle remaining the same. It is evident then that the first current will magnetize the needle to $-8$, and that the second current will immediately afterwards neutralize 6 of this, and consequently the needle will retain a magnetism of $-2$, or will indicate an induced current in an opposite direction to that of the jar.
In extending the researches relative to this part of the investigations, a remarkable result was obtained in regard to the distance at which inductive effects are produced by a very small quantity of electricity; a single spark from the prime conductor of the machine, of about an inch long, thrown on the end of a circuit of wire in an upper room, produced an induction sufficiently powerful to magnetize needles in a parallel circuit of wire placed in the cellar beneath, at a perpendicular distance of thirty feet with two floors and ceilings, each fourteen inches thick, intervening. The author is disposed to adopt the hypothesis of an electrical plenum, and from the foregoing experiment it would appear that the transfer of a single spark is sufficient to disturb perceptibly the electricity of space throughout at least a cube of 400,000 feet of capacity; and when it is considered that the magnetism of the needle is the result of the difference of two actions, it may be further inferred that the diffusion of motion in this case is almost comparable with that of a spark from a flint and steel in the case of light.

The author next alludes to a proposition which he advanced in the second number of his Contributions, namely, that the phenomena of dynamic induction may be referred to the known electrical laws, as given by the common theories of electricity; and he gives a number of experiments to illustrate the connection between statical and dynamical induction.

The last part of the series of experiments relates to induced currents from atmospheric electricity. By a very simple arrangement, needles are strongly magnetized in the author's study, even when the flash is at the distance of seven or eight miles, and when the thunder is scarcely audible. On this principle, he proposes a simple self-registering electrometer, connected with an elevated exploring rod.